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PANTONE UNIVERSETM BY CASE SCENARIO® i-POD TOUCH® 4th Gen COLLECTION
The new PANTONE UNIVERSE iPod Touch 4th Gen by Case Scenario launches today. This debut collection of colorful clip-on cases 
in the iconic PANTONE® chip design will come in four key, vibrant colors including PANTONE 7462 Blue, PANTONE 226 Magenta, 
PANTONE Black and PANTONE Cool Gray. The glossy, lightweight hard-shell cases snap on while providing scratch protection for the 
iPod Touch. The cases are designed to allow for easy access to all iPod Touch features while remaining design conscious – an element 
that is essential to all PANTONE UNIVERSE products.

ABOUT PANTONE UNIVERSE 
PANTONE, one of the world’s most powerful and influential brands, provides designers, manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers and 
consumers with a common color language. PANTONE UNIVERSE is a design-led collection of lifestyle products in colors you love, by 
PANTONE, the author of the universal color language. The collection, consisting of tabletop, stationery items, travel gear, accessories 
and the PANTONE Hotel Brussels, combines timeless designs and modern materials with current trend colors. 

ABOUT CASE SCENARIO
Monaco-based Case Scenario creates mobile accessories with functionality, design and style in mind. Our team is made up of creative 
talents from around the globe but shares a singular commitment to creating the highest quality products by combining European 
design expertise with innovations from around the world. We’re driven by a passion for design that reflects the growing importance of 
technology in our everyday daily lives without compromising quality or functionality, or creativity. 
 
Case Scenario is committed to protecting smartphones, tablets, and laptops while enhancing the user experience through functional, 
innovative and expressive design. We go above and beyond in everything we create for you. 
 
Welcome to the best Case Scenario. 

The PANTONE UNIVERSE iPod Touch by CASE SCENARIO is available at Apple Stores. 
 

Bridging the gap between utility and self-expression
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